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You can learn 
to relate to 
people of other 
cultures if 
you put into 
practice the 
principles of 
this course!
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Conexion Training leadership has been in the language and culture business for 

decades. We lived more than 15 years in Latin America and South Asia and have 

conducted trainings in multiple countries. What you read is not just theory. It has 

been our experience with successes and failures. Learning culture and language 

are processes that require a framework for understanding.

Dr. Steven L. Nolen has a D. Min. Degree in Intercultural Studies and is certified 

by the Cultural Intelligence Center (CQ®) in Grand Rapids, Michigan. He has been 

learning, living, and teaching cultural principles for over 30 years.

This course is a combination of information from personal experience, academic 

studies, and sources from both business and non-profit areas of cross-cultural 

experience.

What’s Included
• 10 lessons on a proven process for relating well to people of other cultures 

including videos, written lessons, activities, and quizzes.

• An invitation to a private community of learners.

• For an additional charge, Conexion Training offers the CQ 

Cultural Values Profile or CQ Pro-Assessment from the 

Cultural Intelligence Center. This includes a 1.5 hour 

group debrief session when results are received.

about  
conexiOn

Conexion Training leadership has been in the language and culture business for 

decades. They lived more 15 years in Latin America and South Asia and have 

conducted trainings in multiple countries.  What you read is not just theory. 

It has been lived. It has been experienced with success and failure. Learning 

culture and language are processes that require a framework for understanding. 

Dr. Steven L. Nolen has a D. Min. Degree in Intercultural Studies and is 

certified by the Cultural Intelligence Center (CQ®) in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 

He has been learning, living, and teaching cultural principles for the past 30+ 

years. 

This course is a combination of information from personal experience, personal 

academic studies, and sources from both business and non-profit areas of 

cross-cultural studies.

What’s Included
• 10 lessons on a proven process for relating well to people of other cultures including 

videos, written lessons, activities, and quizzes.

• An invitation to a private community of learners.

• For an additional charge, Conexion Training offers the CQ Cultural Values Profile or 

CQ Pro-Assessment from the Cultural Intelligence Center and upon receiving the 

results a  1 ½ hour group debrief session
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You don’t have to be an anthropologist to relate well to people of other cultures . . . 

you just need to want to have the right conversations with people of other cultures. Our 

course is designed for anyone who wants to relate better to people who  think differently 

than they think. Our course will share with you WHY cultures think and act differently, as 

well as give you the tools to begin learning HOW you can begin to accept, appreciate and 

adapt to other cultures well.

who should  
take this course?

The Culture Course is designed to help 

meet the needs of those who can:

• Acknowledge that they genuinely 

want to learn and understand 

people of other cultures, but don’t 

know how. If you don’t want to 
learn, no course will help you.

• Accept that there are cultural 

differences in people and that we 

can learn from each other.

• Appreciate the work and time it 

takes to gain insight into another 

culture.

• Adapt to the other culture when 

needed (and understand when it’s 

better not to.)

This includes:

• International businesspeople and 
entrepreneurs working in other 

countries or on multinational teams

• International students who want to 

understand their host culture better.

• Cross-cultural missionaries living 

and working in other countries or on 

multinational teams.

• Professionals who work in 

companies, hospitals, or schools 

with people of other cultural 

backgrounds.

• Anyone who wants to learn more 

about how to relate to people of 

other cultures.

You can learn to relate to people of other cultures if you put into practice the principles 

of this course!
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This course is designed to help learners understand the process for understanding other 

cultures and adapting your behavior when needed. The outline of this course is organized 

around the four capabilities and cultural values defined by the academic research of 

the Cultural Intelligence Center (CQ®) in Grand Rapids, Michigan, along with the ability 

for participants to take the CQ® Pro-Assessment or CQ® Cultural Values Profile. This 

information, packaged with personal experience and other personal studies, make The 

Culture Course practical and helpful to participants.   

what you 
will learn

Cultures, Subcultures, and Personality

In this session we define culture and explain the importance of understanding 

that most people are the product of culture, several subcultures, and individual 

personality.

1

Ethnocentrism and Globalization 

Is ethnocentrism the same as racism? What is it? Doesn’t globalization mean 

that culture doesn’t matter as much anymore? Aren’t we better connected now 

globally than ever before? Aren’t we all the same? This session takes a look at 

these questions.

2

The Cultural Intelligence (CQ®) Model: Part 1 

This session introduces the CQ® model and the four Capabilities, and then 

discusses in more detail the importance of the first two Capabilities of CQ Drive 

and CQ Knowledge.

3
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. . . continued, course sessions

The Cultural Intelligence (CQ®) Model: Part 2

This session discusses the importance of CQ Strategy and CQ Action and offers 

two more tools for accessing information about national cultures from the business 

and academic worlds.

4

CQ Knowledge: Individualism/Collectivism

The average person doesn’t realize the impact of individualism or collectivism in 

our daily lives and the cultural repercussions of this value. This session will help 

learners to begin to process why they think like they do related to identity, making 

decisions, and more.

5

CQ Knowledge: Power Distance

This session explains how people prefer their leaders to lead, and the impact 

that this has on government, education, and faith in our daily lives. This session 

will show the importance of this characteristic and how most “How-to” business 

leadership books run counterculture in many places.

6

CQ Knowledge: Uncertainty Avoidance

The first value of this sessions deals with how cultures react to events that happen 

outside of their control and attempt to limit ambiguity. 

7

CQ Knowledge: Context | Part 1: Low and High, Competitive and Cooperative

This session discusses how Low and High Context cultures function differently and 

how Competitive and Cooperative cultures operate differently.

8
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. . . continued, course sessions

CQ Knowledge: Context | Part 2: Direct vs. Indirect and Time Orientation

This session continues the subject of Context and explains how Direct/Indirect 

communication and Time Orientation differences can impact our relationships and 

“success” in relating well to people of other cultures.

9

Final Project and Concluding Thoughts

Becoming comfortable relating to people of other cultures is not learned reading a 

book or taking a course. It is learned talking and interacting with people of other 

cultures! We conclude with a culture project that should be repeated throughout 

your life in learning to relate well with people of other cultures.
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your team

Dr. Steve nolen has 

a D.Min. in Intercultural 

Studies and is certified 

by the Cultural 

Intelligence Center in 

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Dr. Charlotte Nolen 
has her Ph.D. In Applied 

Linguistics from Georgia 

State University and 

a Master’s Degree in 

Linguistics from the 

University of Georgia. 

instructor

matthew Nolen has 

received his M.A. in 

Applied Linguistics 

and has been teaching 

English and SLA for the 

last seven years.

team member team member
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Since the course and all resources are delivered online and on-demand, you’ll 

have a great deal of flexibility as you work through the content. But here are 

some ways others have found success with this course.

• Pre-travel training to help you gain some CQ Knowledge about your 

destination and develop a CQ Strategy prior to the trip.

• Personal development while in your host country.

• Diversity and culture training for businesses, churches, and non-profit 

organizations (group discounts are available for 10 or more people).

ways to 
use this course

technical requirements
In order to access the course, you’ll need a current email account and access to a computer 
and the internet.

You may need to view PDF documents, Microsoft PowerPoint presentations, Keynote files, 
Word or Excel documents. All attempts are made to deliver files in multiple formats, but 
editable and original documents often require the programs used to create them. 

All files, videos, and resources are delivered via the member’s only website. We recommend 
you use Google Chrome as your internet browser when accessing the Member Site. While 
you can access from phones and tables or any web-enabled device, not all files will open on 
all devices. For example, zip files can’t be opened from iPhones. 

Please note that Vimeo, YouTube, Facebook, and other sites or tools may be used 
throughout the course. 


